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Pacific Media Assistance Scheme
The Pacific Media Assistance Scheme (PACMAS) is a long-term media development program that works to support Pacific media's role to hold space for locally-led civic discussion and debate. Read More





Latest in The Pacific Media Assistance Scheme

Pacific Climate Media and Traditional Knowledge Workshop
Are you a passionate storyteller from a Pacific Islander or First Nations Australian background? Do you have a deep commitment to sharing stories about climate change and its impact on your community? If so, we invite you to apply to our program!
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In conversation with: Rita Narayan 
Meet Rita Narayan ABC International Development’s PACMAS team Project Manager. Rita is passionate about watching the media industry develop in Fiji and hopes to empower up-and-coming journalists.
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Leaving Fiji to perform for the Queen
Fijian dancer Peceli Rinakama was just 21 when he was hand-picked to perform for the Queen at the opening of the Sydney Opera
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ABCID Content Fund 2024
The ABCID Content Fund supports media organisations in the Indo-Pacific to produce impactful content that engages local and regional audiences.
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Mother and daughter remember being crowned Miss Hibiscus 26 years apart
Mother-daughter duo, Eta and Lenora Qereqeretabua, remember the joy they felt being crowned on of Fiji's greatest honours - Miss Hibiscus. The pair reflect on their reigns as Miss Hibiscus 26 years apart. 
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In conversations with: Alexander Rheeney
Alexander Rheeney is a Team Leader with PACMAS, covering regions in the Pacific. Get to know more about Alex's journey and how he hopes to make the best out of his role with ABCID.  
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Blind is no barrier: the woman behind research into making newsrooms more inclusive
Faaolo has a master’s degree in media and communications and has dedicated years of work to Pacific radio stations - she’s also blind.
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Living through Fiji's strongest cyclone
Steve Disden was at home on the Fijian island of Ovalau when the wind dramatically picked up. What happened next haunts him to this day.
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Kitione and Tomasi remember their first international peacekeeping mission in Lebanon in 1978   
Destroyed tanks, buildings and homes was the scene a pair of Fiji Peacekeepers walked into on their first mission to Lebanon in the 1970’s, but befriending locals would help them get through the hard times.   
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Fiji's Dr Jone speaks about how modern medicine could benefit from ancient knowledge   
Fiji is seeing a rise in non-communicable diseases like diabetes. Dr Jone believes answers lie in the lifestyles his ancestors lived.   
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“The idea of contemporising traditional Fijian dance is always going to be a sensitive topic”: dance company ensures Elders give approval
When creating a new meke (dance), Fiji’s most internationally toured dance group always asks for approval from Elders to ensure the right movements, words and stories are captured.   
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PACMAS Technology Support Service
Pacific media is the home of ingenuity. Pacific media technologists don’t always have easy access to the right equipment or specialist expertise to maintain quality broadcast.
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Tropical paradise under threat as local university students assess the disastrous impact climate change has had on rising water levels  
On a trip to her village, Susana discovered what was left of her Grandparents grave after disastrous impacts of rising water levels.
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Female media leaders from across Indo-Pacific inspired to 'fight harder' after Women in Media gathering
Discussions around redefining media careers, female-led stories in TV and film, and women in sport sparked new ways of thinking for female media professionals from across the Indo-Pacific.
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Fijian Media Leader Rosi Doviverata inspires at Women in Media Conference in Sydney 
Rosi has faced her share of discrimination in the newsroom, and now she’s ushering in a new era for female journalists in Fiji.
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Taking mojo on the road to Tonga and Fiji as the broadcast technology gets the ultimate test
This long narrow uneven concrete path is one of the main routes in and out of Namuka village in Bau, Tailevu in Fiji, and it’s just one of the stories Pacific Prepared heard while travelling in the country recently.
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Footer
ABCInternational Development
ABC International Development works with communication partners and organisations to connect them with communities and empower people to have a voice on issues affecting their lives.  For more information on our work, please contact us
More from ABC

We acknowledge Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples as the
          First Australians and Traditional Custodians of the lands where we
          live, learn and work.
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